We make it easy to set zone
and level controls, so the staff
can stay focused on the game
rather than the technology.

SOUND SYSTEM SOLUTIONS, SPORTS VENUES

SMALL SIZE SOCCER STADIUM
WITH ONE STAND 

Supporting you with the perfect sound
Complete System for any Venue
Whether for background or foreground music,
announcements or commentary, our solutions suit every
space and every budget. We offer digital and analog
solutions, low-impedance and constant-voltage systems
with a wide frequency range and stable coverage.

Great sound with minimal effort
Our loudspeakers and electronics achieve the ideal
balance of sophisticated performance and ease of use,
including intuitive software control interfaces. We make it
easy to set zone and level controls, so the staff can stay
focused on the game rather than the technology.

Suiting the most challenging acoustic
environments
With the option to choose from a wide portfolio of
front-loaded, horn-loaded and line-array loudspeakers,
you can achieve sonic clarity and control in the most
challenging acoustical environments.

A trusted partner
Our brands, Dynacord and Electro-Voice, have stood at
the forefront of audio technology for decades, leading the
way forward in terms of quality and reliability. With our
experience and the best customer service in the industry,
we offer true added value.

SMALL SIZE SOCCER STADIUM 

STAND WITHOUT ROOF

SYSTEM EXAMPLE FOR A SMALL, REGIONAL STADIUM
WITH ONE STAND (TYPICAL 5,000 SEATS)
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STAND WITH ROOF

System overview
Weatherized Sx series loudspeakers, driven by C series
2-channel DSP amplifiers, provide full-range coverage
for the crowd. The entire system is easily configured with
SONICUE software.
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System benefits
Weather-resistant Sx600PIX loudspeakers are equipped
with the SAM (Strong Arm Mount) system for secure
mounting and precise aiming on existing infrastructure
points such as lamp poles or press boxes

SIDE AREAS
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BACK OF HOUSE
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The option of 100-Volt drive minimizes signal losses
over long cable runs
The Sx600PIX loudspeakers are certified to Mil Spec
810 for humidity, salt spray and UV resistance, making
them suitable for any outdoor environment
Dynacord C series DSP amplifiers with overload
protection

DYNACORD | AMPLIFIERS

C3600-FDi for Sx300PI
C3600-FDi (100V direct drive) for Sx600PIX
C3600-FDi (100V direct drive) for EVID C & Zxi100T
CMS1000
RE3-RE420

ELECTRO-VOICE | LOUDSPEAKERS

Sx300PI for small stand with roof
(mounted on the roof)
Sx600PIX for other stands without roof
(mounted on lamp poles)
EVID C4.2 (back of house)
Zx1i100t (for side areas)

If you need it, we’ve got it
Deliver the ultimate audio experience for your fans
regardless of the weather with the Sx family of
weatherized loudspeakers. These powerful yet compact
loudspeakers provide the perfect solution for the
challenging conditions presented by smaller community
stadia and never compromise on sound quality.
On the compact loudspeaker side we have the EVID
family. This is the industry’s most complete family of
commercial loudspeaker solutions, with acoustically and
aesthetically matched surface-mount, ceiling-mount,
pendant-mount and flush-mount models for spaces of
every size and shape, indoors or outdoors.
To mix it all up we have Dynacord CMS series compact
mixing system consoles. The CMS series represent
the preferred solution for a large number of demanding
professional audio applications such as small size
stadiums.

